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PERSONAL AND ORGANIZATIONAL VISIONS OF THE DEANS IN
TURKISH UNIVERSITIES FOR THE NEW MILLENNIUM*

YENlYOZYlL IÇiN TORK ÜNIVERSITE DEKANLARININ KIŞISEL VE
ÖRGÜTSEL VIZYONLARI

Ş.Şule ERÇETtN**, A.Gülsün BASKAN**

ABSTRACY: Vision is an important dimension in
leadership characteristics of university administrators for
the leamer-centered university of the 21st century. This
important dimension expresses a two-phased process, the
development of personal and orJ!;anizationalvisions. Our
knowledJ!;e about the extent of university administrator's
vision at present is insuffident. in this study, the personal
and orJ!;anizational phases of the vision development
process was performed. The data were collected from 449
deans in Turkish universities. The evaluations of the deans
about their proficiencies, self-development field s,
leadership styles, professional values and faculties were
determined. The evaluations of the deans about the
strenJ!;ths,weaknesses, climate and the faculties in their
ideals were also determined. The orJ!;anizationalvisions of
the deans are consistent with their own personal visions.
Therefore, the developed visions for the faculties of the
future are elear and liJ!;ht.The deans with visions have a
very important potential to sustain the leamer-centered
universities of the 21st century.

KEY WORDS: Leadership, vision, personal and
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6ZEY: Vizyon, 21. Yüzyılın öwenen merkezli
üniversiteleri için Universite yöneticilerinin liderlik
özelliklerinde önemli bir boyuttur. Bu önemli boyut, kişisel
ve örJ!;ütsel vizyon J!;eliştirmeden oluşan iki aşamalı bir
süreci ifade eder. Varolan üniversite yöneticilerinin
vizyonlarının kapsamına ilişkin bilJ!;imiz yetersizdir. Bu
çalışmada, kişisel ve örJ!;ütsel vizyon J!;eliştirme aşamaları

J!;erçekleştirilmiştir. Veriler Türk Üniversitelerinde J!;örev
yapan 449 dekandan toplanmıştır. Dekanıarın varolan ve

J!;eliştirmek istedikleri yeterliklerine, liderlik biçemlerine,
mesleki de~erlerine fakültelerine, fakültelerinin J!;üçlü ve
zayıf yönlerine, iklimine ve ideallerindeki fakültelere

ilişkin dei!erlendirmeleri belirlenmiştir. Dekanıarın

örJ!;ütsel vizyonlan. kişisel vizyonlanyla tutarlıdır.

Gelece~in fakülteleri için J!;eliştirilen vizyonlar açık ve
aydınlıktır. Vizyonlarıyla dekanıar, 21. yüz yılın ö~enen

merkezli üniversitelerini oluşturmak için oldukça önemli
bir potansiyele sahiptir.

ANAHTAR KELiMELER: Liderlik, viıyon. kişisel
ve ör/{Ülselviıyon. vizyon /{eliştirme. dekanlar.

1. INTRODUCTION

This study perfonned with the cooperation
of two colleagues was the first part of the
consecutive study detennining the visions of the
deans in Turkish universities for the millennium.
In this study, the theoretical frame of the study
was discussed in detai!. The appearances of
reality describing the fast and complex social
change are defined as variety, imbalance,
indirect relations and high sensitivity related to
temporary flow of time and theyare discussed
as the dominant opinion in the center of
highlighted paradigm (I). The above-mentioned
discussions reflect the field of educational
administrationand pave the way for redefining
some concepts and their dimensions.

In the 21 st century, vision must be

considered as a key concept when it is
recognized that the newand changed roles of
the universities must be moved from teacher-
centered to learner - centered environments,
and the roles of the university administrators
must be moved from managers and technicians
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to leadership. In the following subtitles, at first
the vision is defined and the extent of the
vision is discussed related with the newand
changed roles of the universities and university
administrators, and then the process of vision
development is given.

2. KEY TO RECREA TE
UNIVERSITIES FOR FUTURE:
VISION

The literature in the field provides many
definitions of vision. For example, Manesse (2)
regards vision as "thedevelopment,
transmission and implementation of a desirable
future". Sollman and Heinze (3) indicate "vision
is a concrete future image which is near enough
to realize and far enough to raise admiration for
a new form ation" . In this sense, vision is
explained with the following dimensions in
terms of university administrators for the 21 st.
century (4).

2.1. Vision is the dream and design of
future

The leader university administrators with
vision are people dreaming and designing the
futures of their universities.

They use their emotional, intellectual and
intuitive potentials to create the future which is
thought to be necessary and different from the
existing situation in their universities. In this.
meaning, leader university administrators don't
only predict the future like the futurists, but they
create a new future like science fiction writers,
as well. Furthermore, they plan and design how
the dreamed future will be realized. Leader
university administrators must dream and design
the future of their universities by considering
the newand changed roles of their universities
from teacher-centered to learner-centered
environments (4).

2.2. Vision is to balance dreams with
realities

The leader university administrators with
vision evaluate the present conditions, the

situations and the possibilities of their own and
their universities. They use these evaluations as
a step to realize the dreamed and designed
future related to their universities. Thus, they
can provide the acceleration of the needed
change and the transformation in reaching from
today to future and from dreams to realities. The
university administrators mu st realistically
evaluate the present conditions, situations,
possibilities of their own and the ir universities in
order to create learner-centered university for
the 21 st. century. They must develop the present
positi ve conditions, situations, possibilities of
their own and their universities. They must
change the others (4).

2.3. Vision is to differentiate with values
and to integrate them with spiritual power

The leader university administrators with
vision perceive the value of human successes
and behavior for life, and they evaluate them
beyond current measures. They consider
everything that is found meaningful by humans
to have value and they differentiate their
universities with them. Student, faculty, and
non-teaching staff integrate with spiritual power
in values in the universities managed by them.
They create an environment where everybody
feels himself as a value (4).

2.4.Vision is to communicate and to share

The leader university administrators with
vision communicate their dreams, plans, values
to everyone at university from student to all
faculty members. In this process, they influence
students, faculty members, and non-teaching
staff and facilitate their participation and their
contribution. In this way, they provide
possibility of integration for everybody.

They create the democratic and open
elimate at university. There everybody produces
new ideas or methods without being asked and
everybody has opportunities to participate in
task assignments and vision development (4).

2.4. Vİsİon İs to take and to manage risks

The above-mentioned dimensions contain
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taking and managing risks and leader university
administrators with vision take and manage
risks, too. Theyare courageous enough to
encourage others to be courageous, theyare
responsible enough to endure the results of the
risks, and theyare creative enough to transform
risks into success. Theyare highly sensitiye to
social patterns. They properly share theİr
authority and power with the others (4).

3. VISION DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS

Vision development expresses a two-phased
process, the development of personal and
organizational visions (5,6). Personal vision
development phase contains 1) evaIuating self,
2) defining in a dear and understandable way
what the leader wants to perform and realize,
and 3) bringing up the desires. In this process,
the leader university administrators define the
self-perceptions and personal goals. The
dominant elements playing role in personal
vision development are the leader university
administrators' proficiencies, seIf-development
fields, leadership styles, professional values,
and evaluations related with their universities.
The organizational vision development phase
contains l)evaluating the organization, and 2)
defining the dreamed organization. In this
process, the leader university administrators
define the evaluations related with their
universities and universities in dreams.

The two basic functions of the universities
are to be leaders and raise leaders in every field
to meet the demands of the 21 st. century.
Achieving these basic functions depends on
visionary leaders in the university
administration. As a result, in this study we are
going to explain what the personal and
organizational visions of the faculty deans in
Turkish universities for the 21 st. century are.

4.METHODOLOGY
The study was designed ın the survey

modeL. The number of the dean s in different
faculties of Turkish unİversities was 490. We
tried to reach all of the deans and the data were
collected from 449 deans. In this study, we used
the questionnaire developed by Edward W.
Chance (5).

The questionnaire contained one structured
question and ten open-ended questions related
with the personal and organizational vision
development phases. The questions are as
follows:

five1. What are your
proficiencies?

2. What are your five greatest self-
development fields?

greatest

3. What are the three things you most value
in your professionallife?

4. What style of leadership are you most
comfortable with?

a) Structural

b) Democratic

c) Supportive

d) Participative

5. What are the most important things you
want to improve in your faculty?

6. What do you want to change in your
faculty as an administrator?

7. How would you like to be remembered as
an administrator?

8. What are five greatest strengths of your
faculty?

9. What are five greatest weaknesses of
your faculty?

ıo. How do you deseribe the dimate of your
faculty?

IL. What does your ideal faculty look like?
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In analyzing the data, we considered that
all of 449 deans would give the maximum
response for every item. The total number of the
questions was considered and this number was
multiplied with the probable number of the
responses. For example, for items 1 and 2 the
expected total number of responses would be
449x 5 =2245. Similar responses were grouped
and frequencies were computed. The rates of the
items were put into order from high to low The
same process was applied for items 3,5,6 and 7.

5. FINDINGS

5.1. The Profidendes of The Deans Have
and Want to Develop

The deans were found to have 53 different
proficiencies and they als o wanted to develop
45 different proficiencies. The first five were
included in 70 % ofthe deans' markings related
with proficiencies and 82 % of those related
with self-development fields (Table I.).

The first proficiency that the faculty deans
had was to be scientific. It can be said that this
result is natural because the deans in Turkish
universities are selected from the full
professors, and theyaren 't professional
managers. The findings als o indicated that the
deans as selected and appointed managers had
the proficiency in knowing and carrying out the
laws and regulations, a new field for them. It
was understood that the deans adapted to this
new field.

The findings indicated that the deans wanted
to develop the existing proficiencies related with
communicative and social relations in the
dimensions including the relations with
surroundings systems and the international
relations. The findings can be evaluated as a
result of accelerated international relations of
Turkeyand the globalization. One of the
proficiencies that the deans wanted to develop
was to use the new technology. This finding can
be evaluated that the deans were highly
sensitiye to the new technology. The deans who
are faculty administrators with democratic,

tolerant, communicative and social relations can
create the favorable managerial environments for
the democratic, scientific, and learner-centered
universities in the new millennium.

5.2. The Professional Values of The
Deans

The deans were found to have 44 different
professional values. The first three were
included in 89 % of the deans' markings related
with professional values. The data from this
study indicated that the professional values of
the deans were 31 % of those" to be scientific.
scientific autonomy, professional ethic" ,30 %
of those" honesty", and 28 % " respect and
affection for humans". The findings indicated
that the professional values of the faculty deans
were in the same extent with the ir own
proficiencies. When the findings were
evaluated, it was asserted that the faculties in
Turkey in the 21 st. century will be administered
with these core values in the visions of the
deans.

5.3. The Leadership Styles of The Deans

The data from this study indicated that the
most comfortable leadership styles of the deans
were 65 % of those "democratic", 28 % of
those "supportive" and 7 % of those
"stmctural". The leadership styles of the deans
indicated the managerial approach including
being flexible, dynamic and considering
participation and contribution of everybody
from students to faculty members.

5.4. The Most Important Things The
Deans Want to Improve and to Change

The deans wanted to improve and change
27 different things. The first three were included
in 70 % of the deans' markings related with the
things which were wanted to be improved and
75 % of those related with the things were
wanted to be changed (Table 2).

The findings indicated that the deans wanted
to change the traditional process es and
approaches, the substructures and physical
conditions in the dimensions to sustaİn a
leamer-centered envİronment.



The ProficienciesThe Deans Have f % The Proficiencies The Deans Want f %

449x5=2245 to Develop 449x5=2245

Tobe scientific 385 17 Tohave communicativeand social relations 401 18

Tobe tolerant 270 12 Knowledgeof the leadershipand the management, 399 18

Toknowand carryoutthe laws and regulations 250 11 International relations 365 16

Tobe honest, 230 10 Usingthe contemporarytechnology 342 15

Tobe democrat 215 10 The relationswith the surroundingssystems ina 337 15
nationallevel

Tohave communicativeand social relations 215 10

Total 1565 70 Total 1534 82

ThingsThe Deans Want to Irnprove f % ThingsThe Deans Want to Change f %

449x3=1347 449x3=1347

The learner-centerededucation 300 22 The substructureand phvsicalconditionals 301 22

Increasingthe scientificquality 245 18 The memorizingeducationand instructionprocesses 254 19

Aftirmationand respect, social interactionsand 199 15 The concepts of traditionaluniversityteacher 225 17

communicationsand solidarity

The dynamic,flexible,changeable, quality 199 15 The concepts of traditionalstudent 225 17

trainingand instructionprocesses.

Total 943 70 Total 1001 75

Strengths F % Weaknesses f %

449x5=2245 449x5=2245

The academic personnel 385 17 The insufticientfinancialresources 425 19

The eftortsto open externally 367 16 The insufficientpaymentsrelatedwiththe 412 18
academic and non-academicpersonnel

The eftortsto develop and transformation 344 15 The substructure,the physicalconditions 379 17
and the new technology

The effectivecommunication 315 14 The brokenrelationsbetween the departments 310 14

The substructure,physical conditionsand 315 14 The quantitativeinsufticiencyof the academic 270 12

the technology and non-academicpersonnel.

The culturebased on the harmonyand tolerance. 260 12

Total 1980 88 Total 1796 80

Features (449x5=2245) f %

The prosperitylevel of all Personnelis fairlyhigh 320 14

The completedsubstructureand physicalconditions 270 12

The qualifiedand motivatedacademic and nonacademicpersonnel 252 11

The highestscientificstudies and researches performed 210 9

The appropriatedvalues of the democraticand secularrepublic 174 7

Hardworking,contemporaryand well-informedstudents 174 7

Relationswithsurroundingssystems 174 7

No financialproblems 174 7

Completed educationintegratedwiththe world 174 7

Total 1922 86
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Table 1. The Proficiencies Deans Have and Want to Develop

Table 2. The Most Important Things The Deans Want to Improve and Change

Table 3. The Strengths and Weaknesses of Their Faculties

Table 4. The Faculties in Their ldeals
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5.5 How The Deans Would Like To Be
Remembered As Administrators

The Deans were wanted to be remembered
as honesl. democratic and tolerant. with their
services and works as the administrators. These
findings are consistent with the other above-
mentioned dimensions.

5.6. The Strengths and Weaknesses of
Their Faculties

The deans identified 29 different strengths
and 53 different weaknesses related to their
faculties. The first five were included in 88 %
of the deans ' markings related with strengths
and 80 % of those related with weaknesses
(Table 3.).

The dean s' identifications related with the
strengths and weaknesses of their faculties
seem to be in contradiction with each other. The
deans identified the substructure, the physical
conditions and the technology, the effective
communication as the strengths of their faculties
and at the same time they identified the
substructure, the physical conditions, the
technologyand the broken relations between
the departments as the weaknesses of their
faculties. This contradictory identification can
be interpreted that the deans wanted to improve
the strengths of their faculties or the deans
defended own their positions and their faculties.
The findings indicated that the deans perceived
the insufficient financial resources as the most
important weaknesses of their faculties. The
broken relations between the department s in
their faculties indicated the existence of the
traditional working conditions. The findings can
be interpreted that the interdisciplinary
approaches and the studies haven't been
appropriated by the academic personnel in the
different departments of the faculties yel.

5.7. The Climate of Their Faculties

The deans defined climate of their faculty as
"dynamic" and "developing". The findings
indicated that the faculties have the same
atmosphere ın changing and developing

Turkey.

5. 8.The Faculties in Their Ideals

The deans defined 45 different features for
faculties in their ideals. The first five were
included in 86 % of the dean s ' markings related
with the features (Table 4.).

When the features were evaluated, the
faculties with these features aren 't difficult to
define as the learner-centered and learning
faculties of the 21 st. century.

6. RESULTS

As a result, the deans with proficiencies,
professional values. styles of leadership and the
wanted transformations about themselves and
their faculties have a very important potential to
sustain the learner-centered and the leaming
uni versities of the 21 st. century. In this
meaning, the extents of the personal visions of
the deans in Turkeyare similar to the ideal
related with sustaining the learner-centered
universities of the 21 st. century. The top
managers must provide the convenient
conditions and the needed supports for the
deans to achieve this ideal in Turkish
universities.
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